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Abstract—The four V’s in Big data sets, Volume, Velocity,
Variety, and Veracity, provides challenges in many different
aspects of real-time systems. Out of these areas securing big
data sets, reduction in processing time and communication
bandwidth are of utmost importance. In this paper we adopt
Compressive Sensing (CS) based framework to address all three
issues. We implement compressive Sensing using Deterministic
Random Matrix (DRM) on Artix-7 FPGA, and CS reconstruction
using Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) algorithm on Virtex-
7 FPGA. The results show that our implementations for CS
sampling and reconstruction are 183× and 2.7× respectively
faster when compared to previously published work. We also
perform case study of two different applications i.e. multi-channel
Seizure Detection and Image processing to demonstrate the
efficiency of our proposed CS-based framework. The results show
that our proposed framework is 290× faster and has 7.9× less
resource utilization as compared to previously published AES
based encryption.

Encryption, Compressive Sensing, Big Data, Seizure Detec-
tion, Image Reconstruction, FPGA

I. Introduction

In today’s digital world, 2.5 quintillion bytes of data is
generated in a single day. A selected portion of that data can
be represented as digital photos and videos, sales transactions,
medical data, and social media posts. In order to extract
meaningful representations from this copious stream, the data
must be processed in some form. Compared to previous years
the gains in processing power that industry has enjoyed has
slowed due to physical scaling limits and challenges in power
dissipation. These reduced trends have led to resurgence in
hardware acceleration micro-architectures such as FPGAs [1],
many-cores [2] to reduce processing time and energy con-
sumed per operation. These challenges have impacted big
data systems and can be seen in the utilization of differing
processing [3], ingest and storage. I/O bandwidth, in particular,
has been demonstrated repeatedly as a bottleneck for large data
transfers [3].

As the usage of Big Data sets is increasing, many industries
such as banks, defense, and medical are worried about the
security of Big information. Normally, the offered solution
is to encrypt data before transmission and then decrypt in-
formation when the data is received. Yakoubov et.al. [4]
describe different encryption models depending on the trusted
state of the processing framework in which AES is used to
encrypt the data. Efficient AES methods, in terms of resource
consumption, has been implemented on FPGA [5], [6], but
these implementations do not address the complications of I/O
bandwidth and storage capacity. Our paper addresses the areas

Fig. 1: Proposed CS-based Secured Big Data Processing Framework,
where the Compressive Sensing kernel acts as an encryption in
addition to reducing data, OMP CS Reconstruction kernel acts as an
decryption and reconstruction of data, measurement matrix as keys

of concern in I/O bandwidth, storage and security through
a CS-based framework. CS is a novel technique in which
compression of the data set is performed by obtaining fewer
linear combinations of data. The use of CS for security was
first proposed by Orsdemir et.al [7] and it has been found
more robust and secured against different attacks [8]. As
part of the process, CS randomizes the data set yielding a
smaller encoded solution that cannot be recovered without the
measurement matrix set. Our proposed CS-based framework
for both security and data compression is implemented on an
Artix FPGA which requires only 11 slices (sampling part),
achieving reduction of 7.9× as compared to AES core Artix
FPGA implementations [6]. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first time that the CS-based framework has been
implemented for secured Big Data processing on FPGA as
shown in Figure 1.

The main contributions to the research include:

• A low complexity CS-based secured big data processing
framework.

• Efficient implementation of CS with DRM technique and
CS reconstruction using OMP algorithm on FPGA.

• CS encryption quality analysis, communication band-
width reduction analysis and hardware overhead in terms
of energy consumption and execution time analysis of
proposed CS-based framework for two different case
studies.

• Comparison of CS sampling and reconstruction, and
overall CS-based framework with previous work.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section II describes
proposed CS-based framework, and compressive sensing and
reconstruction techniques adopted in this paper. Hardware
implementation of CS-based framework is discussed in Sec-



tion III. Finally, Section IV explains the proposed hardware
implementation and results analysis on Xilinx FPGAs.

II. CS-based Big Data Security Framework

A. Proposed Framework

We propose a CS-based secured big data processing frame-
work as shown in Figure 1. CS is adopted to reduce commu-
nication bandwidth while achieving secured communication
transfers. Data is assembled in sparse measurements that can
be used to secure streaming data or external memory data
transfers to the processing platform. The framework has three
important kernel 1. Compressive Sensing 2. CS Reconstruction
and 3. Measurement Matrix. In this paper, we implemented
CS using DRM technique which acts as an “encryption” on
the Artix-7 FPGA. Reconstruction of the sampled signal is
achieved using the OMP algorithm which acts as “decryption”
on the Virtex-7 FPGA. The Measurement Matrix is stored on
chip in the FPGA cache and acts as the “Keys” to sampled
signal. This platform assumes the FPGA is trustworthy and
after reconstructing the signal the remaining resources on the
FPGA can be used for Big Data processing. In Section IV
we perform hardware overhead (in terms of energy, execution
time and area), bandwidth reduction, and security analysis
for two different applications 1. Image Processing 2. Seizure
Detection.

B. Compressive Sensing

In CS, the data is acquired at a rate proportional to in-
formation rate rather than rate required by the Nyquist rate
[9]. In CS, an N-sample signal is multiplied by an M × N
measurement matrix to create an M-measurements (with M <
N).

Y = φX (1)
Where X is input signal, Y is compressed version of the
input signal and φ is measurement matrix. CS theory relies
on two principles: 1. the N-sample signal is sparse in a
secondary basis Ψ, meaning it has K non-zero entries and the
remaining N–K entries are all zero. 2. φ and Ψ are incoherent
from each other and satisfy the Restricted Isometry Property
(RIP) [10]. Random sensing matrices with sufficient sample
size exhibit low coherence with any fixed basis. Traditionally,
the measurement matrix φ is generated using Gaussian or
pseudo-random Bernoulli matrix which satisfy RIP. However,
using a DRM technique proposed in this work the hardware
overhead in terms of power consumption, area and execution
time is decreased while retaining a good performance close to
a non-deterministic random matrix. This matrix can be created
by randomly choosing a subset of the rows of an identity
matrix [10].

C. CS Reconstruction using OMP Algorithm

OMP is a greedy algorithm, which finds the sparsest solu-
tion iteratively by computing support of x and subtracting it
from measurement vector y at every iteration. OMP has three
different phases, Identification, Augmentation and Residual
Update. In Identification phase, index i of highest magnitude of

Algorithm 1 OMP Reconstruction Algorithm

1:Initialization
• R0 =y, Λ0=∅, Q0 =∅ and t = 0

2:Identification
• Find Index λt= max j=1...n subject to | < φ jRt−1 > |

3:Augmentation
• Update Λt=Λt−1

⋃
λt

• Update Qt=[Qt−1 QΛt ]
4:Residual Update
• Solve the Least Squares Problem

xt= minx || y - Qy x||2

• Calculate new approximation: αt= Qt xt
• Calculate new residual: Rt= y-αt

5: Increment t, and repeat from step 2 if t < k After all the
iterations, we can find correct sparse signals.

φ ∗R is chosen as potential vector to find closest approximation
to x. At each iteration, index i is added to the list of estimated
support vectors from the Augmentation phase. The Residual
update phase generates the next residual for next iteration.
In this phase, first the formed Q augmented matrix is used
in a Least Square regression model to find linear relationship
between augmented matrix Q and measured vector y. Next, the
amount of contribution that column y provides is subtracted to
obtain a residue. The OMP algorithm repeats sparsity k times
to determine correct set of columns [10].

The variables used in the algorithm are defined below:
• N× N = Images Size (e.g 128 × 128...768 × 768)
• M = Measurements (e.g 42...252)
• k = Sparsity (e.g 32)
• R = Residual Matrix (size : M × 1)
• φ = Measurement Matrix (size : M × N)
• λ = Maximum Index after Dot Product
• t = No. of iterations (k)

III. Hardware Implementations

A. CS Sampling using Deterministic Random Matrix

Figure 2 shows a reconfigurable CS architecture using a
DRM technique. A block RAM is used to store one window of
input signal for sampling purpose. The input signal size ranges
from 128 to 1024 samples. Additionally, a small ROM is
used to store the locations of non-zero entries of deterministic
random matrix. Indeed, in this method there is no need to
save all zeros and ones in the ROM. To prove that CS
architecture using DRM technique decreases the hardware
overhead compared to previous works [11], the CS module
is implemented using LFSR circuit. A comparison between
these two architectures is provided in the results section.

B. CS Reconstruction using OMP Algorithm

In this section we discuss the proposed architecture for a
OMP algorithm as shown in Figure 3. The architecture is
reconfigurable for input signal sizes ranging from 128 to 1024
and it can be scaled for higher number of signal sizes. The



Fig. 2: Block diagram of Compressive Sensing using Deterministic
Random Matrix

OMP algorithm has three interdependent phases consisting dot
product, sort and least square kernel. The interdependent struc-
ture allows the reuse of kernels and buffers. OMP requires two
different sizes of matrix multiplication units, interdependent
phases allows the design to reuse multiplication operations.
Therefore, we propose a reconfigurable K-point and m-point
fixed-point matrix multiplication design. The pipeline structure
of the reconfigurable multiplier allows the use of a double
buffering approach.

a) Implementation of Identification Phase: At the start
of execution, the measurement vector y and measurement
matrix φ are stored on buffer 1 and 2 respectively. During the
first iteration the residual vector R is initialized to measured
vector y. To calculate dot product parallel and pipeline tree
structures are used. The parallel structure reduces execution
time required for dot product whereas the pipeline structure
allows the use of a double buffering approach to hide memory
accesses. In double buffering, each transfer of one block of m
memory elements is accessed. One memory block is used for
computation while other memory block are being transferred.
The Reconfigurable Matrix Multiplication unit (RMMU) has
two modes of operation, in mode-0 it finds m-point matrix
multiplication, and in mode-1 a k-point matrix multiplication
is performed. The Identification phase of RMMU is operated
in mode-0, and requires m multiplications and m− 1 additions.
The dot product calculations are followed by a simple com-
parator unit (COMP) to find maximum value from dot product
kernel. At each iteration COMP compares a new dot product
kernel value with previous value until N iterations. The index
of Highest value is transferred to a buffer after N iterations,
and sent to column selection unit.

b) Implementation of Augmentation and Residual Update
Phase: In the column selection unit m elements of φ matrix
are accessed from temporary memory. The Augmented matrix
Q, from the temporary matrix, is used for solving least square.
The least square kernel is performed in four steps: In step-1,
RMMU is operated in mode-0 to perform squaring operation,
where it needs m multiplications and m− 1 additions. At each
iteration a row of m elements is added until m × k matrix.
Therefore, this requires the storage of k × k elements at the
kth iteration. Step-2 inverts the stored square matrix using
re-configurable LU decomposition kernel. The advantage of
Block LU decomposition is taken for higher “k” values. To
calculate LUD of k× k matrix, k divisions are required. While
computing the inverse of matrix QS quared, a multiplication of

Fig. 3: Block Diagram for Proposed OMP Architecture

the measured vector y, consisting of m elements, and aug-
mented matrix Q is performed in order to save reconstruction
time. Finally, to obtain the estimation of original signal in
Stage-3 RMMU is operated in mode-1. At each stage the
estimated signal gets close to the measured signal. Eventually,
after sparsity count, we consider that estimate signal will have
a low signal to reconstruction error. At each stage, except kth,
the residual is calculated by performing a subtraction between
measured signal y and estimated signal.

IV. Implementation Results

In this section we perform FPGA implementation analysis
of CS and reconstruction for two different applications. We
also perform hardware overhead analysis (in terms of energy,
execution time, and area) and communication bandwidth re-
duction. The CS solution using the DRM technique is fully
placed and routed on Xilinx Artix-7 (xc7a100t) FPGA and
operates at 217MHz. Whereas, the reconfigurable OMP algo-
rithm is fully placed and routed in Xilinx Virtex-7 (7VX485T)
FPGA and operates at 192MHz. The Virtex-7 device chosen
for experiments has 75K logic slices, a total of 37 Mb block
RAM available and 2800 DSP slices. The energy consumption
is obtained by using Xilinx XPower tool analysis, where inputs
to XPower are UCF (User Constraint File) and SAIF (Switch-
ing Activity Interchange Format). The latency overhead is
calculated by using a counter, which runs at design frequency.
The counter is enabled when the OMP state machine enters the
first state to calculate dot product between measured signal (y)
and measurement matrix (φ). It counts number of clock cycles
until the OMP is iterated for sparsity (k) times and final residue
(R) is calculated.

To demonstrate the efficiency of the CS-based framework
we perform case study of two different applications: 1. Seizure
Detection and 2. Image reconstruction. For the seizure detec-
tion application, the data set consists of EEG recordings from
22 subjects with intractable seizures collected at the Children’s
Hospital Boston. For the image processing application we
implemented a test setup for 4 different sizes of images with
different level of information details. Table I and II show
hardware overhead analysis for CS Sampling (Artix-7) and
Reconstruction (Virtex-7) for seizure and image processing
application respectively. Hardware implementations of both
applications, for CS reconstruction sparsity (k) is Nc

8 , where
Nc is column size of a signal, and compression rate (CR) is
4. Figure 4 shows the quality of reconstruction in terms of



TABLE I: Case Study: Seizure Detection

EEG signal size: one second window (256 samples)
Dynamic

Sampling Energy(nJ) 10.62
(DRM) Execution

Time (µS) 1.28
Dynamic

Reconstruction Energy(µJ) 1.36
(OMP) Execution

Time (µS) 10.12

TABLE II: Case Study: Image reconstruction Application

Image Size 128 × 128 256 × 256 512 × 512 1024 × 1024
32KB 64KB 128KB 256KB

CS Sensing using Deterministic Random Matrix (Artix-7)
Dynamic

Energy(µJ) 0.67 2.71 12.2 50
Execution
Time (mS) 0.081 0.32 1.31 5.2

CS Reconstruction: OMP Algorithm (Virtex-7)
Dynamic

Energy (mJ) 0.08 0.39 1.4 11.5
Execution
Time (ms) 1.3 2.9 6.82 49.15

Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) w.r.t. Compression Rate. In case
of CR = 4 our framework achieves 75% reduction in I/O
bandwidth while achieving satisfactory range of SNR. Table III
shows the comparison of our CS sampling and reconstruction
implementations with previous work. It also compares CS
based encryption with AES encryption implementations on
FPGA, the results show that compared to previous implemen-
tation our framework performs 290× faster and requires 7.9×
less resources on Artix-7 FPGA.

V. Conclusion

In this paper we propose CS-based Secured Big Data
processing framework. Advantage of CS is taken to reduce
communication bandwidth at the same time sparse signals are
treated as encrypted communication transfers. We efficiently
implemented CS sampling using Deterministic Random Ma-
trix and CS reconstruction using OMP algorithm. The results

TABLE III: Comparison with Previous Work, where S-Slice Count,
L-LUT Count, R- Register Count

Platform Utilization Execution Dynamic Impro-
Time Energy vement

Compressive Sensing
CS-LFSR 35S+88L 122.8µS 513.6n Base

(Artix-7)[12] +73R
CS-DRM
(Artix-7) 11S+28L 0.67µS 5.2nJ 183×,99×

(This Work) +18R
Compressive Reconstruction: OMP

(Virtex-5) [13] - 24µS - Base
(Virtex-7) 101S+2097L 8.97µS 0.6µJ 2.7×

(This Work) +1187R
CS vs AES

AES-128 87S+114L 197µS - Base
(Artix-7) [6] +270R
CS (Artix-7) 11S+28L
(This Work) +18R 0.67µS 5.2nJ 290×

Fig. 4: (A) SNR vs Compression Rate for EEG data (B) PSNR vs
Compression Rate for Image Data

show that our implementations of sampler and reconstruction
kernels are 183× and 2.7× faster as compared to previously
papers. Also, CS-based framework allows us to reduce com-
munication transfers up to 75% while achieving satisfactory
range of quality. We also compare efficiency of CS-based
encryption with AES encryption implementations on FPGA.
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